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1 INTRODUCTION
Goal recognition is the problem of recognizing the goal of an agent

based on a sequence of observations. The problem is at the core

of many real-world applications such as human-robot interaction,

intelligent user interfaces and recognizing navigation goals. The

problem may be further categorized into two subsets; in offline goal
recognition the set of observations, while in itself may be noisy

and/or incomplete, is revealed ahead of time. Conversely, in online
goal recognition the set of observations is revealed incrementally

and an hypothesis must be made after each additional observation

with no knowledge about which observation may be the final one.

Most approaches to goal recognition rely on a plan library de-

scribing the plans assumed known by the agent being observed

to achieve its goals [13]. These approaches require substantial do-

main knowledge, and make strong assumptions about the prefer-

ences of observed agents. Conversely, plan recognition as planning
(PRP) [8, 9], uses a planner in the recognition process to generate

recognition hypotheses as needed, eliminating the need for a plan

library. These approaches have shown that it is possible to carry out

effective goal recognition using only a domain-theory describing

actions in the environment as domain knowledge, with recent work

showing the problem can be solved very efficiently [4, 6].

However, all of these approaches only apply to offline goal recog-
nition. Indeed, Vered and Kaminka [3, 14, 15] have shown that the

previously mentioned PRP approaches are not applicable to online
recognition and must therefore be adapted to include multiple ex-

ecutions of a planning algorithm in order to compute alternative

ways in which the observed agent can achieve a goal. Therefore, a
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straightforward implementation of these PRP methods adapted to

online recognition may prove very computationally expensive.

We develop a procedure for extracting continuous-space land-

marks and introduce an online goal recognition approach that com-

bines onlineGoal Mirroring [14] and recognition using landmarks [6].
The results show superior efficiency and generally superior recog-

nition performance over the state-of-the-art.

2 ONLINE GOAL RECOGNITION USING
LANDMARKS

In the planning literature, landmarks are partially ordered facts

that must be true at some point in every valid plan to achieve a

particular goal from an initial state [2]. Given their usefulness for

planners and planning heuristics [10], research has yielded multiple

notions of landmarks [7], including that of disjunctive landmarks.

Briefly, disjunctive landmarks represent an exclusive disjunction

over possible instances of variables associated to predicates in the

state representation.

Pereira et al. [4, 6] show that it is possible to carry out offline

plan recognition by reasoning heuristically about landmarks. The

key idea is to maintain a list of ordered landmarks associated with

each goal, though partial overlaps are allowed. The goal completion
heuristic from Pereira et al. [6] matches the observations against

this list. This heuristic marks a landmark as achieved when facts

in the observation match a landmark. The heuristic then uses the

ratio of the number of landmarks achieved to the total number of

landmarks associated with the goal, inducing a ranking of the goals.

In principle, we can translate the same idea into recognition in

continuous domains. In such domains, landmarks can be defined

as areas surrounding goals and to achieve a goal would mean that

the observed motion must intersect (go through) the correspond-

ing landmark area. Naturally, we would prefer such areas to be

maximal, but must maintain the restriction that landmarks cover

only obstacle-free space, and do not intersect completely with other

landmarks.

3 EXTRACTING LANDMARKS IN
CONTINUOUS SPACE

We can use any one of a number of landmark extraction algorithms

to extract landmarks in discrete environments. We have chosen

to adapt the algorithm of Hoffman et al. in [2] since it efficiently



approximates landmark sets that are good enough for the domains

we use. This algorithm builds a graph in which nodes represent

landmarks and edges represent necessary prerequisites between

landmarks, thus representing the landmarks and their ordering. A

node in this graph represents a conjunction of facts that must be

true simultaneously at some point during the execution of a plan,

and the root node is a landmark representing the goal state. Hoffman

et al. [2] proves that the process of generating all landmarks and

deciding their ordering is PSPACE-complete, which is exactly the

same complexity as deciding plan existence [1].

Since the interpretation of landmarks we rely on for plan recog-

nition is that of bottlenecks in the state space, we try to partition

a continuous space so that such bottlenecks become identifiable

areas in the continuous space. Specifically, to extract landmarks

in continuous environments we partition the area using the wall

corners as references, to eventually identify pathways between

individual “rooms” in the space. Though we define a landmark

generation algorithm for continuous path planning domains, our

approach should work with any notion of numeric landmarks, e.g.,

recent work on landmarks for hybrid domains [11].

4 ONLINE GOAL MIRRORING
Online goal mirroring [14] uses the following procedure: For each

goal the procedure compares the costs of an ideal plan and an

observation-matching plan. Ramirez and Geffner [8, Theorem 7]

show that necessarily, a goal for which the two plans have equal

costs is a solution to the goal recognition problem. We use this

to rank the goals. The closer two costs for both plans are are, the

higher the likelihood of the goal.

The ideal plan is an optimal plan
1
, computed once from the ini-

tial state to each of the goals. The observation-matching plan is

constructed for each new observation such that it always visits the

states included in all the observations thus far, and then optimally

reaches the goal. For online operation, instead of calling the planner

to re-generate the observation-matching-plan with each new obser-

vation, we construct it for each new observation by concatenating

two parts: a plan prefix which is a concatenation of all observations

received to date. This is very efficiently done by simply adding the

latest observation to the current prefix; and a plan suffix which is

a new plan, issued by a motion planner, from the last state of the

prefix (after incorporating the observations), to the goal state. The

bulk of the computation takes place here by calling the planner.

5 GOAL MIRRORINGWITH LANDMARKS
In general, PRP recognizers repeatedly call a planner during recog-

nition, and this is exacerbated in online recognition, as the goal

recognizer previously described calls the planner to compute a new

plan with every observation, and for every goal. By combining Goal

Mirroring and the evidence provided by landmarks, we exploit both

the flexibility of an online recognition approach that utilizes a plan-

ner within the recognition process and the efficiency of reasoning

about landmarks.

We assume a single cached computation of domain specific land-

marks for all monitored goals and use the information conveyed by

the landmarks as a pruning mechanism with which we may rule

1
We assume knowledge of plan cost, such as the length of the plan trajectory in

continuous spaces, or the number of plan steps in discrete environments, etc.

out hypotheses, reducing the set of goals and therefore the number

of calls to the planner and overall run-time.

For every newly available observation we ascertain whether

this observation has caused any landmarks to be satisfied. If the

observation has caused a landmark to be satisfied we may use

the existing fact landmarks to prune unlikely goals, in which case

we only call the planner to compute plans for those goals whose

landmarks have not yet been satisfied.

6 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
We empirically evaluated our online goal recognition approach

on both discrete and continuous environments, over hundreds of

goal recognition problems while measuring both efficiency and

performance. For our continuous environment we used the domain

of 3D navigation, where the target is to recognize navigational

goals as soon as possible while the observations, i.e., observed

agents’ positions, are incrementally revealed [12]. For our discrete

environments, we used the openly available datasets [5] based on

the ones developed by Ramírez and Geffner [8, 9].

We contrasted the performance and efficiency of our combined

approach (Goal Mirroring with Landmarks) with the existing

PRP approach (Goal Mirroring) and our newly presented online

recognition approach using only the landmarks for ranking and

pruning out goals (Online Recognition with Landmarks).

For both continuous and discrete domains, the combined Goal

Mirroring with Landmarks approach achieved the best perfor-

mance and proved just as reliable as Online Recognition with

Landmarks. However, it was not as reliable as Goal Mirroring,

which does not prune out goals at all, incurring no risk of overlook-

ing the correct goal. There were several instances where the dataset

was so complex that both the Goal Mirroring and Goal Mirror-

ing with Landmarks approaches failed. Due to the repeated calls

to the planner these approaches timed-out without results. These

problems were considerably more complex with a larger number

of objects and instantiated actions.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We have developed an efficient online goal recognition approach

which works in both continuous and discrete domains using a com-

bination of Goal Mirroring and reasoning over a generalized notion

of landmarks. We have shown that not only is our approach more

efficient than the existing online recognizer but also outperforms

both other approaches.

However, as our technique continually calls a planner within the

recognition process, it might have limitations in recognizing very

complex problems, specifically, those for which current planning

algorithms are not efficient. Among some of the other limitations

is its use of relatively simple landmarks for spatial domains, as well

as the assumption that landmarks do not change over the course

of the recognition, which would not be realistic for dynamically

changing environments.
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